Piedmont Paint & Finish Offers Expert Advice
on Spring Power Washing Projects
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Piedmont Paint & Finish is offering some expert advice to homeowners that are considering power
washing their homes as part of their spring cleaning projects. The company says that many people do
not realize different methods can be used to clean the surfaces on and around homes and
businesses in the Charlottesville, Virginia area. They suggest people consider several aspects of the
job before deciding which home or business power washing process best fits their needs. Much of
this is discussed here at https://piedmontpaint.com/power-washing/.

Company owner, Charles Davis, elaborated further on this by saying, “One of the things that
homeowners will need to decide is whether to get power washing or pressure washing. The difference
between the two is that power washing uses hot water at normal pressure, but pressure washing uses
cold water at high pressure. While the results are generally similar, power washing may be more
appropriate for areas on a home or business where high-pressure water could cause damage. Power
washing is usually the preferred choice for cleaning off grime, gum, mold or other tough to remove
substances.”
The company owner gave some examples of applications where it’s important to use specific types of
power washing methods to avoid damage and get the best results. He said that for delicate sidings
like wood and vinyl it’s best to go with using hot water at normal to low pressure. For tough to clean
hard surfaces like sidewalks, patios, and driveways, Davis mentioned that using cold water at high
pressure is not only perfectly acceptable but it’s preferred.
Davis pointed out that another important consideration for homeowners is whether to hire
professionals for the job or go with the cheaper option of doing it themselves. He cautions against the
latter for several reasons. The company owner says that homeowners need to be aware that if done
improperly, power or pressure washing could easily damage the exterior of their homes, leading to

expensive repairs. He says that this is especially true when working around more delicate types of
siding and windows. Davis added that many times DIY home pressure washing efforts also do not get
the desired results. He firmly believes that pressure washing experts like those at his company are
the best option because they know how to target the different areas on a home with varying pressure
levels to prevent damage and their results are guaranteed.
Those at the company emphasize that they are committed to giving their customers maximum peace
of mind during every step of the process when doing pressure washing or any type of work for them.
That’s why they have so many favorable reviews that can be seen on their Google Maps page at
https://goo.gl/maps/KKYyRni2V412. Here is one of those reviews in which Lucia Kaestner states, “I
found Piedmont Paint and Finish to be professional, courteous and reasonably priced. Throughout the
whole experience, from the estimate with Charlie, and the actual work being done under William's
direction, the job went smoothly.” This is one of 42 reviews on the company that can be viewed on
their Google Maps business listing. When these reviews are averaged Piedmont Paint & Finish rates
a very impressive 4.9 out of a possible 5-stars.
According to the owner, Piedmont Power Washing is a licensed and insured, locally owned and
operated, Charlottesville-based company. Davis says that they not only specialize in residential
pressure washing services but they also are known for successfully completing large-scale
commercial applications where efficiency and superior attention to detail are a must. He states that
PPW uses powerful, high-capacity, temperature-controlled power washing equipment to obtain
optimal cleaning results.
Piedmont Paint & Finish offers a variety of other services too. This includes residential and
commercial painting services. They do both interior and exterior painting and they are also very wellrespected for their high-quality cabinet painting and refinishing services. Several video reviews on the
company’s services can also be seen here
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_NkCXuleQqdMOWgK1L6dYLlg9Q96RuW6.
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